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. �KRAFT FOODS� IN BULGARIA

�Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� is a subsidiary of 
the U.S. Company �Kraft Foods� Inc. This 
is the second world�s leading food and 
beverage company with an annual income 
for 2008 exceeding 37 billion dollars. The 
company is a leader in the production of 
coffee and chocolate products in Bulgaria 
and makes some of the best known 
brands �Nova Brasilia�, �Jacobs�, �Milka�, 
�Tobleron�, �Sushard�, �Svoge�. �Kraft 
Foods� strives to attain the high quality and 
standard in all its activities. The company 
has about 600 employees in Bulgaria, of 
which approximately 30 percent are in its 
head of ce in So a. It has two production 
units � a coffee factory in the town of 
Kostinbrod and a chocolate products 
factory in the town of Svoge, where the 
rest of the staff are located.
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The mission of �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� is 
helping people around the world to �eat 
and live better�.

The actions of the company are guided 
by corporate values. They are connected 
with the  rm vision � to become a global 
leader in production and sales of food and 
beverages. The company demonstrates 
its responsibility to society, manages its 
resources ef ciently, and is proud of its 
employees� commitment to the business 
and the corporate culture of the company.

To follow its successful strategic direction, 
the company is doing its best to encourage 
talented and motivated people to join the 
team of �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria�. Even 
though people are at the suitable workplace 
and take a good position in the company, 
they have to be �oriented, advised and 
motivated1. When they realise that the 
company is going in the right direction, 
that motivates them further.

It is interesting to trace back how a company 
as �Kraft Foods� has made its way into our 
country. In 2001 �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� 
bought a factory for the production and 
packaging of �Nova Brasilia� coffee brand 
in Kostinbrod from Lebanese traders who 
offered both packaged and bulk coffee 
with the same brand. At the period of the 
transaction �Nova Brasilia� held over half 
of the coffee market and this market share 
has been maintained till today2. Now it is 
interesting that the coffee is produced and 
sold only in Bulgaria and Romania, but only 
packaged ground coffee or coffee beans!3 In 
selecting the location for the manufacture 
of its products, including coffee, �Kraft 
Foods� complies with three main factors � 
the available equipment, the capacity and 
the prices of products. �We are looking for 
ef ciency � excellent quality at the lowest 
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1  �Carefully planned future of the regional director 
of �Kraft Foods�, interview with K. E. Simeonova 
from Veni on 12/01/2007 (in Bulgarian) 
http://www.karieri.bg/show/?storyid=304171

2 Markova, H.: �Sales of bulk coffee with our brand 
could damage its image, think of �Kraft Foods 
Bulgaria��. (in Bulgarian)

3  Geleva, S.: �New Brazil case study, or how 
important it is to be packaged�, �Pari�, Thursday, 
July 31st, 2008. (in Bulgarian)
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6 , .: �Made in ....abroad�,   
  . �Business Week� http://businessweek.

bg/news.php?category=3&id=1063&page=1,  
28.01.2008
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price possible�, summarizes the company�s 
Executive Director Franco del Fabro7.

Entering our country �Kraft Foods� bought 
the coffee factory and the brand �Nova 
Brasilia�. They say that the brand costs 
more than the factory. During the  rst two 
years after the transaction, the new owners 
invested in upgrading and modernizing 
production. In 2003 the factory was 
certi ed by the European standard ISO.

. MARKET SITUATION AND ACTIONS 
OF �KRAFT FOODS � BULGARIA�

What happened to the coffee market?

Let�s go back to the early 2000-ies. The 
biggest advantage for sellers was the 
speed at which the coffee market was 
developing. But its relatively small size was 
a disadvantage. �It is no secret that in most 
packaged coffee brands what prevails is 
the Indonesian Robusta coffee. This is the 
cheapest variety of coffee�8. The margin, 
which was formed between the price of 
raw coffee and price after processing 
and wholesale, was signi cant. But if for 
4 million coffee buyers, The Indonesian 
Robusta is preferred as a relatively �cheap 
pleasure�, then for the sellers it was an 
even more attractive product. At the same 
time the market was oversaturated with 
�Nova Brasilia� coffee, the brand asserted 
itself as one of the most sold in the country, 
and sales were carried out smoothly. Given 
that, �Kraft Foods� began to focus more on 
the other brand of coffee � �Jacobs�. When 
the company began to invest in advertising 
and promotional activities of the coffee 
brand�Jacobs�, there were many coffee 
traders on the market. They bene ted 
from the growing popularity of this coffee 
and began to offer �Jacobs� coffee in bulk. 
So the expectations of �Kraft Foods� for 
fast return on advertising investments and 
increased sales were not justi ed. Rather, 
it became a �red� signal related to real 
market situation.
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7 Mitova, D.: �Made in .... abroad�, published 
on the website of the journal �Business Week� 
http://businessweek.bg/news.php?category=3&i
d=1063&page=1, 28.01.2008 (in Bulgarian)

8 �The excise duty on coffee properly fell�, 
published November 10, 2007, opinion of Zhivko 
Zhelev. (in Bulgarian) 
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What actually happened there?

The consumption of coffee in our country 
increased and in the stores for bulk coffee 
unfair use of the trade marks �Nova 
Brasilia� and �Jacobs� was observed. The 
consequences from this were signi cant � 
the image of the company was marred, 
because the product was not of guaranteed 
quality and customers were disappointed 
day after day. The revenue from the mass 
advertising of �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� was 
going in �other people�s pockets�.

The situation required a crisis manage-
ment and PR, and the team of �Kraft 
Foods� resolved it quickly by developing a 
broad communication strategy. �We started 
the ad campaign, which is a part of the 
company strategy to protect its products 
and brands�, explains Marketing Director 
of �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria�, Alexandra 
Lang.

All actions of the company were urged 
by the fact that in both cases (�Nova 
Brasilia� and �Jacobs�) at least four laws 
were violated. The  rst violation was 
related to labeling food products - Art. 9, 
Para 3 and Art. 10, Para. 1 of the Law on 
Food and Regulations on the labeling and 
presentation of food. Unfair sellers violated 
the right of consumers connected with the 
information and the economic interests. 
This is a subject of legal protection in Art. 
1, item 3 and item 4 and Art. 5 Para. 2 
and Para. 3 of the Law on Consumer 
Protection. The brands �Nova Brasilia� and 
�Jacobs� were actually used for misleading 
advertising on bulk coffee, which was sold 
as identical to the two popular brands.

For the team of �Kraft Foods� it was clear 
that legislation in Bulgaria punished a 
theft of trademarks and had a legal basis 
which could protect their rights as owners. 
Just penalties for violators were not 
suf cient, therefore, they paid attention 
indirectly to the users. So they prepared 
special television advertising videos, 
which explained that �Nova Brasilia� was 
sold packaged only in a vacuum container. 
Although, modern advertising avoids 
direct messages to users and usually relies 
on suggestions related to entertainment, 
pleasure, success, prestige, the team of 
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�Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� decided to use 
direct communication with customers. 
In fact, the idea of videos in which the 
ladies talk about coffee in the package 
was tailored not only to the needs of 
advertising the product, but to a package 
which ensured its real content and quality. 
This action corresponded to the strategic 
vision of the company. Thus the message 
�The truth is in the package� was �born�, 
which promoted the vacuum packaging of 
�Nova Brasilia� coffee.

Surveys in Bulgaria show that a company 
rarely recognises publicly that there is 
a problem with unfair competition or 
infringement of the rights to its trade mark 
and this implicates bad consequences in 
the strategic aspect. Even more rarely does 
a company use an advertisement for this 
purpose. This, however, doesn�t seems to 
apply to �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� � owner 
of the packaging factory of �Nova Brasilia� 
and the same brand.

Obviously, making the advertising message 
�The truth is in the package� was not the 
only action that the company undertook to 
protect the property and prestige of the 
popular coffee. Sellers and distributors of 
the bulk coffee under the �Nova Brasilia� 
brand received warning letters from �Kraft 
Foods� to cease their illegal actions. So 
even those who have not yet realised 
that they violate the law were already 
informed. Furthermore, the company 
reported the problem to the relevant 
government authorities responsible for 
implementing the legislation � the Patent 
Of ce, the Regional Health Inspections and 
the Commission for Consumer Protection. 
At the beginning of 2007 the Patent Of ce 
started inspections in stores, during which 
coffee was con scated and owners were 
 ned.

�Nova Brasilia� is a mixture of certain 
varieties of coffee, which is dosed, baked 
and packaged in Bulgaria. Any bulk coffee, 
which sells in Bulgaria, is not �Nova 
Brasilia�. The campaign is apparently 
against the sales of coffee beans as �Nova 
Brasilia� in specialised stores. There are 
no accurate  nancial estimates of the lost 
pro ts of �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� from the 
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unfair bulk coffee selling as �Nova Brasilia� 
brand. According to the company, the 
greater danger was the impact on the brand 
image and on the strategic management. 
�There is no way to guarantee quality and 
content of coffee, which is sold in bags. It 
is important that consumers are informed 
what they buy and what quality to expect�, 
the company said.

By its advertising strategy under the 
motto �The truth is in the package�, �Kraft 
Foods � Bulgaria� informed consumers in 
an accessible way what the differences 
between the real coffee and the one which 
was offered as �Nova Brasilia� brand were. 
This motto had an educational message. 
�Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� pleaded with 
distributors and retailers. They did not 
have the feeling they were doing something 
wrong. They did not have the feeling of 
incurring abuse by using a foreign brand. 
In all its activities �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� 
insisted that sales of the bulk coffee, 
which was marked as �Nova Brasilia� stop. 
There is nothing like an easy victory. The 
unfair traders were not willing to easily 
remove misleading labels on plates, which 
advertised counterfeit goods.

All of this provoked the next managerial 
moves, i.e. looking for assistance from 
the Regional Inspectorate for Protection 
and Control of Public Health (former IHE), 
the Commission for Consumer Protection 
and other institutions. Employees from 
the Patent Of ce even declared that Brazil 
was a geographical term and it was very 
dif cult to defend as a brand and to stop 
abusing it. After many pressing actions of 
the company management, the Economic 
Police took appropriate actions11. They 

12

11 Note: The activities to anti-violations of the 
rights of industrial property objects are one of the 
main priorities of the Patent Of ce of Bulgaria. In 
connection with this, in 2007 of cials of the Patent 
Of ce together with of cials from the General 
Economic Police - Interior Ministry, inspected 18 
stores in So a, Pazardjik and Blagoevgrad. They 
registered violations of the rights to use the �NOVA 
BRASILIA� trademark, which is registered on the 
territory of Bulgaria by �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� PLC. 
They made up 7 acts of administrative violation, 
and 11 protocols. They took 55 kg. coffee, which 
was illegally labeled as the �Nova Brazilia� brand. 
(For details, see: http://ipbulgaria.com/cgi-bin/
e-cms/vis/vis.pl?s=001&p=0026&n=000196&g, 
07.11.2008)
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started a check, which involved inspectors 
from three institutions � the Regional 
Inspectorate for Protection and Control 
of Public Health, the Commission on 
Consumer Protection and experts from the 
Patent Of ce. Thus it came to stopping 
the sale of counterfeit products as �Nova 
Brasilia� brand and the rights of �Kraft 
Foods � Bulgaria� were protected.

. RESULTS OF THE ACTIONS OF THE 
COMPANY

What are the results of the company�s 
moves to protect the quality of its products 
and implement its strategic intentions?

Soon the actions of the company brought 
about the necessary results. Indicators 
show that the vast majority of consumers 
now realise that the �Nova Brasilia� brand 
is packaged coffee with guaranteed quality 
by the producer-company in Kostinbrod. 
Coffee is available in the versions � 
ground and beans. The ground coffee has 
four types � Classic, Turkish coffee-pot, 
Quali cations and Decaffeinated. The  rst 
two are in a package of 100 and 200 g, but 
the others are only in a package of 100 g. 
�Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� offers to cafes 
and restaurants coffee beans in packages 
of 1 kg.

Now, the small stores don�t sell bulk 
coffee as �Nova Brasilia� and the company 
considers it a great success13. Actually, 
they offered a variety of Robusta coffee, 
which is also used for �Nova Brasilia�, but 
not quality guaranteed.
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13 The term �bulk coffee� is an expression of daily 
trading through coffee specialised shops. This is 
the  rst form of selling the product - coffee. Most 
of the known world brands have arisen as a coffee 
shop and the name of its owner was the coffee 
brand. The word �bulk� is rather symbolic, because 
in fact the customer leaves the store with packed 
coffee. The difference from the prepackaged 
coffee is only that this one is ground and sorted 
under his eyes and his preferences. Given that, 
often customers and sellers themselves determine 
a triage of coffee with �taste like your brand�. 
Understanding the features of coffee business in 
Bulgaria, �Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� have strived to 
create a  avor that is inimitable and impossible 
to be created outside their factory since the 
registration of their coffee trade marks.
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Having taken the above actions 
�Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� ensures the 
implementation of its strategy � achieving 
excellent, guaranteed quality at the best 
price for the product. �We always keep an 
eye on keeping costs down, but not at the 
expense of quality. We�re continuing to 
invest in our products to ensure everything 
we make is truly delicious�, the company 
said.

The results of the actions of the company 
may be summarized as follows:

� This is an example for the other 
companies what to do in such a 
situation and how to pursue their 
strategic intentions.

� After solving the problem �Kraft 
Foods � Bulgaria� reported 10 percent 
growth in sales, the quality of coffee is 
guaranteed, and the consumer rights 
are protected. According to �Kraft 
Foods� about 8 tons of packaged 
coffee are sold in Bulgaria per year. 
The volume of bulk coffee is about 4 
tons. There is a trend to reduce the 
share of bulk coffee, which is in the 
lower price class, while increasing that 
of the packaged one. So �Nova Brasilia� 
already holds half of the market of 
packaged coffee, and sales were about 
4 tons for 2007.

� Bulgaria has been removed from the 
so-called �black list� of the American 
department of countries in which 
company brands are abused.

� Entering in the large international 
market, the brand of �Nova Brasilia� is 
already a brand of guaranteed quality 
and competitiveness.

V. INTENTIONS OF THE COMPANY

The application of best European and 
international practices in regard to the 
protection of industrial property and the 
related regulation of the coffee market 
in Bulgaria undoubtedly create certainty 
for local producers and con dence that 
they are equal in status to competitors 
in other European countries. As a result 
�Kraft Foods� expects that this will lead 
to further investment in the country as a 
whole and will encourage establishment of 
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a favourable business environment. The 
latter is very important in a situation like 
this - economic uncertainty and disruption 
of global  nancial markets that force many 
companies to rethink their investment 
plans. The level of investment which the 
country can attract is directly related to 
the favourable business conditions there.

Bearing in mind the results from the 
favourable economic environment, the 
communication strategy realised and the 
suspension of sales of counterfeit products 
in 2008, �Kraft Foods - Bulgaria� has 
invested 800,000 Euros in the factory 
for coffee in Kostinbrod. The company 
has invested in a technology for cooling 
of coffee in order to preserve its  avour 
more. The decision of the company is a 
result from solving the problem with the 
protection of the trade mark and settling 
the matter with the excise duty on coffee, 
which was repealed by amendments to 
the Law on excise tax and stores from the 
beginning of 200815. In 2009 the company 
plans to put more than 1,000 000 Euros 
into expanding the production capacity. 
With the new generating capacity �Kraft 
Foods � Bulgaria� is planning to expand 
its export markets. The coffee produced 
will be exported, not only to Romania but 
also to Ukraine and the Baltic and the East 
market - Serbia, Macedonia, Croatia and 
Slovenia. The new machine will produce 
all types of �Nova Brasilia� and �Jacobs� 
brands, with the maximum precision. 

But the modernisation of the company 
does not end with this action. As a result 
of the introduction of a modern system for 
storage and vacuum transport of ground 
coffee the obsolete equipment has been 
physically replaced with a new automat - 
15� panel MP370 of Siemens and controller 
VIPA 300. Due to the key position of the 
system and the continuous operation at 
the factory, the time for replacement with 
new equipment was essential. Relying 
on good preconditioning alignment and 
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15 Kraft Foods invest 800 000 Euro in a coffee 
factory in Kostinbrod in http://www.econ.
bg/news/article149433.html, 07.11.2008. (in 
Bulgarian)

16 �  �  800 000    
    ,  http://www.econ.

bg/news/article149433.html,  07.11.2008 .
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preliminary test, the modernisation of the 
facility was carried out within a few hours. 
The possibilities of the new management 
and visualisation system, including 
diagnostics, reports generation and control 
signi cantly exceed the functionality 
of the old management system. These 
possibilities are in accordance with the 
systems implemented in other business 
enterprises of �Kraft Foods� worldwide.

The intentions of the company are related 
to achieving a balance between decisions 
taken worldwide by the parent company 
and management at the local level in 
various countries. The idea of �Kraft Foods� 
is: �We leave most decisions in the hands 
of local managers, because ultimately 
they are closer to our customers, know 
the speci cs of the environment and can 
take the most accurate, rapid and effective 
action�.

V. QUESTIONS TO THE CASE

1. What strategic business units can 
be differentiated in �Kraft Foods 
Bulgaria? 

2. What is speci c in the company 
policy? 

3. Can we say that the company has 
made mistakes in the planning of its 
strategic and tactical moves and if 
any - what is their expression? 

4. Make a SWOT analysis of the 
environment at the moment of 
acquisition of the coffee plant in 
Kostinbrod of �Kraft Foods� and at the 
end of 2008. Look for information about 
the enterprise and make the analysis 
of internal and external environment 
at the moment!

5. Why is it believed that the problems 
with the brand of coffee produced by 
�Kraft Foods � Bulgaria� are of strategic 
importance for the company?

6. Look for information on other 
companies that have had problems of 
unfair commercial use of their brand 
and the actions they have taken to 
address them!
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